**WEDNESDAY: 31.10.2018: NATIONAL**

05.27  Signature Image

05.27.30  Vande Mataram

05.30  National Programme of Music – Sitar Recital by Debiprasad Chatterjee - DD Archives

06.00  Aradhana- Artist- Anup Jalota, Pt. Rajan Sajan Mishra, Sumitra Guha – DD Bharati

06.29.50  Thought for the Day (on Sardar Patel)

06.30  ‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’ (National Unity Day) - Floral Tributes – Live from Patel Chowk, Parliament Street, New Delhi

06.40  Live Contd… (or till the end)

**Followed by:**  Spot- Sardar Patel (Source – DDK Delhi)

06.45  Raag Desh (Source- DDK Delhi)

06.59  Spot- Sardar Patel (Source – DDK Delhi)

07.00  ‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’ (National Unity Day) - Run for Unity – Live from Dhyanchand National Stadium to India Gate, New Delhi

07.30  Live Contd… (or till the end)

**Followed by:**  Spot- Sardar Patel (Source – DDK Delhi)

08.00  Ye Hai India Meri Jaan(Source - DDK Delhi)  Ep. 22/26 (Pt.- B)

08.30  Nai Drishti Nai Raah: Series  Ep. 1357/1404

09.00  Yug Purush Sardar (Source – DDK Ahmedabad)

09.25  Yog Vigyan (Source- DDK Delhi)  Ep. 41/42

09.49  Spot- Sardar Patel (Ekta Diwas) (Source – DDK Delhi )

09.50  Unveiling of Statue of Unity by Hon’ble Prime Minister – Live from Gujarat

10.30  Live Contd…

11.00  Live Contd... [Stand by: Ziro Festival (Source – DDK Itanagar Ep. 03/04]

11.30  Live Contd…

12.00  Live Contd… (or till the end) [Stand by: Kashmakash Zindagi Ki Ep. 203/577]

**Followed by:**  Spot- Sardar Patel (Source – DDK Delhi)

12.30  Aye Dil-E-Nadan  Ep. 226/228

13.00  Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan) Ep. 55/305

13.30  Zindagi Ek Bhanwar  Ep. 45/335

14.00  Waah Kya Taste Hai  Ep. 27

14.30  Shama  Ep. 216/390

15.00  Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series  Ep. 73

15.30  Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series  Ep. 74

16.00  Sardar Patel Memorial Lecture – 2018 Dream India 2030 – Avoiding the Pitfalls - Speaker Shri Ajit Doval, National Security Advisor

Producer: Madhusudan Gupta
Interview with Dr. Tajinder Mohan Bhasin, Vigilance Commissioner [Source - DDK Delhi]
Compare- Jasleen Vohra
Prod.- Veena Sehgal
17.40 Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 86
18.00 New India Sankalp – DDK Delhi (Repeat)
18.30 Contd…
18.55 Vaishnav Jan Song (Germany)
19.00 “Sardar” Hindi Feature Film casting – Paresh Rawal, Annu Kapoor, Benjamin Gilani etc. – [Director: Ketan Mehta]
20.00 Film Contd…
21.00 Film Contd…
21.30 Film Contd…
22.05 Spot- Sardar Patel (Source – DDK Delhi)
22.06 New India Sankalp (Source – DDK Delhi) (repeat)
22.30 Contd…
23.00 Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 27
23.30 Yug Purush Sardar (Source – DDK Ahmedabad)

01.11.2018: THURSDAY
00.00 Kashmakash Zindagi Ki Ep. 202/577
00.30 Aye Dil-E-Nadan Ep. 226/228
01.00 Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan Ep. 55/305
01.30 Zindagi Ek Bhanwar Ep. 45/335
02.00 Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 27
02.30 Shama Ep. 216/390
03.00 Yug Purush Sardar (Source – DDK Ahmedabad)
03.30 National Programme of Music- Sitar Recital by Debiprasad Chatterjee - DD Archives
04.00 Yogabhyas (Artist- Yamini Muthanna) (Source– DDK Chennai) Ep. 13/26
04.30 Aradhana- Artist- Anup Jalota, Pt. Rajan Sajan Mishra, Sumitra Guha (Source– DD Bharati)
05.00 Aaradhna